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Sunday afternoon, Axiom-2 is set to
light up the sky over the Space Coast
as a second group of private astro-
nauts kick off� a science mission to the
International Space Station. 

Liftoff� of the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket
carrying Axiom-2’s four astronauts is

set for 5:37 p.m.
EDT Sunday, May
21, from Kennedy
Space Center’s pad
39A. 

But who are the
private Axiom as-
tronauts who will
be onboard the

SpaceX Crew Dragon capsule? Here’s
what we know:

Peggy Whitson

Mission commander Peggy Whit-
son is no stranger to space travel. 

h Whitson holds the record among
American astronauts
and among women for
spending the most time
in space, over 665 days
(and counting).

h First female com-
mander of the Interna-
tional Space Station
and the only woman to

serve as ISS commander twice.
h On Ax-2, Whitson will become the

fi�rst woman to command a private
space mission.

h First woman and fi�rst non-mili-
tary chief of NASA’s Astronaut Offi�ce.

h First ISS science offi�cer.
h Holds the records for the most

spacewalks by a woman (10).
h TIME 100 Most Infl�uential People

in the World (2018).

SpaceX
Axiom-2
crew set
for launch 
Second group of private
astronauts on board
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Whitson

Josh D’Amaro, who oversees Disney’s
parks, sent an email to employees
Thursday saying the Orlando project –
which had been on hold and faced criti-
cism within the company – has offi�cially
been canceled and that employees
won’t be relocating from California to
Florida.

“Given the considerable changes that
have occurred since the announcement
of this project, including new leadership
and changing business conditions, we
have decided not to move forward with
construction of the campus,” D’Amaro

Disney is canceling a $1 billion project
that would have relocated 2,000 jobs to
Central Florida amid a dispute with Gov.
Ron DeSantis, who has passed multiple
bills targeting the company after it op-
posed one of his signature policies.

said, according to the Los Angeles
Times.

“This was not an easy decision to
make, but I believe it is the right one. As
a result, we will no longer be asking our
employees to relocate.”

The New York Times, citing two peo-
ple who were briefed on Disney’s deci-
sion, wrote that “the company’s battle
with Mr. DeSantis and his allies in the
Florida Legislature fi�gured prominently
into Disney’s decision to cancel the Lake

Disney axes $1B Fla. expansion 
Decision comes amid
feud with DeSantis

Zac Anderson
Sarasota Herald-Tribune
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Gov. Ron DeSantis is taking on Walt
Disney Co in a battle over control of
the company’s holdings in the state.
USA TODAY NETWORK/AP/DISNEY

A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket vaulted
away from Cape Canaveral Space Force
Station along a southern trajectory early
Friday, taking nearly two dozen internet
satellites to low-Earth orbit.

At 2:19 a.m. EDT, nine Merlin main
engines ignited to boost the 230-foot
rocket off� the pad at Launch Complex 40
and into a near-polar fl�ight path. Shortly
after, the rocket’s booster landed on the

Shortfall of Gravitas drone ship located
near the Bahamas, completing its fi�fth
mission to date.

All told, SpaceX has launched more
than 4,000 of Starlink’s fl�at-packed, in-
ternet-beaming satellites. The service
has more than a million users, but the
company is nowhere near done as it ex-
pects to launch tens of thousands of the
spacecraft. And even beyond that, con-
sistent launches will still be necessary
to replace satellites lost to orbital decay.

SpaceX rocket carries
new batch of satellites

A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket lifts off from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station early Friday. The rocket is carrying 22 Starlink
satellites. CRAIG BAILEY/FLORIDA TODAY

22 Starlink spacecrafts ferried to low-Earth orbit
Emre Kelly
Florida Today
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